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Management of Natural disaster is an important mission. Natural calamities like Earthquakes, 
landslides and man-made disasters cannot be avoided. Due to the increase in the uncertainty of natural 
disasters, the need for an innovative rescue system is required even though human are getting more 
knowledge about the rescue systems. Most of the time, humans are struck under the detritus and it 
becomes very hard for the rescue teams to reach them and perform the necessary rescue operations. 
So there’s a need for the rescue team to locate the people longing for help post disaster. This project 
proposes an IoT (Internet of Things) based post disaster Alive Human Detection and alert system 
which is less time consuming and more efficient. The system is quite eco-friendly and can be made 
within minimum cost. The IoT based post disaster Alive Human detection system and alert system 
works with the help of D6T thermal sensors interfaced with Arduino Uno and Raspberry pi 3 micro-
controllers and the location coordinates are given by GPS module. This Disaster management system 
reduces Human effort and is capable of performing spontaneously post disaster by activating the 
system. It offers IoT module for disaster management which spontaneously handles the alive human 
longing to be rescued. The necessary data received is sent to the security database which the rescue 
team can view for take up further operation. The data includes the location coordinates, date and time 
the sensor has detected. Saving lives is very vital for an individual, society as well as for the country 
and this post disaster alive human detection and alert system can effectively help in saving lives in a 
much better possible way. 
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